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 I need to generate c# code from crystal report. I have an already created crystal report and I need to generate my C# code from
this. I tried to change the report file into a XML with this code: using (FileStream fileStream = new FileStream("Source.rpt",

FileMode.OpenOrCreate)) { XmlTextWriter xmlWriter = new XmlTextWriter(fileStream, Encoding.UTF8); CrystalReport cr =
new CrystalReport(); //cr.Load(fileStream, false); cr.Load(fileStream); cr.ReportDocument.WriteXml(xmlWriter);

xmlWriter.Flush(); xmlWriter.Close(); cr.ReportSource.Close(); } But I'm having this error Message: No parameterless
constructor was found for type 'System.Windows.Forms.CurrencyConverter'. A: The error message is telling you exactly what is

wrong. You create the report, but you have no way of creating a CrystalReport object. It has no constructor that accepts a
parameterless constructor (the easiest way to instantiate it is via the ReportDocument object, so try this: XmlTextWriter

xmlWriter = new XmlTextWriter(fileStream, Encoding.UTF8); using (CrystalReport report = new CrystalReport())
report.ReportDocument.WriteXml(xmlWriter); report.ReportSource.Close(); This would create the report in memory and copy

it to the filesystem. Beta-alanine and its derivatives in the treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome. Beta-alanine (BA), a
nonessential amino acid, has been shown to be effective in the treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS). The present study
investigated the effects of BA on CFS. The study enrolled 39 patients with CFS, who were randomized to receive orally either

BA (400 mg, three times daily) or placebo for 28 days. The data showed that oral BA significantly improved symptoms in
patients with CFS, with more favorable results in patients whose condition was mild than in those whose condition was severe.

The efficacy of BA 82157476af
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